
Background
 Spectrum Health (SH) implemented a Pulmonary Embolism Response Team (PERT) in November 

2019. 

 Shortly after our site began data abstraction for the PERT consortium REDCap registry, our 
multidisciplinary PERT working group developed an internal dashboard to report PERT metrics.

Methods
 Clinical research specialists at SH served as the data abstractors for the PERT Consortium REDCap 

registry and developers of the dashboard. 

 On a quarterly basis, the internal data from the REDCap database was extracted and organized by 
the data abstractors into an Excel spreadsheet. 

 The Excel data was then imported into the data visualization software, Tableau, to create a 
dashboard of PERT patient metrics. 

Results
 The dashboard displays many pertinent variables from the PERT registry as well as calculated 

metrics

 PERT activations per month, LOS by risk

 Median time from CT imaging to diagnosis and time from diagnosis to intervention 

 Outcomes such as clinic visit within 90 days, mortality, and bleeding within 1 week

 The multidisciplinary PERT working group at Spectrum Health meets quarterly to discuss patient 
metrics

 Authorized SH clinicians and researchers have web access to view the dashboard at any time

 Patterns noticed in the clinical setting that may be reflected in the data are discussed, as well as 
steps toward making clinical improvements
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Discussion
 After implementation of the PERT at our institution and active involvement in the PERT consortium 

REDCap registry, an internal dashboard was created in order for clinicians to track trends and outcomes 
in our pulmonary embolism population.

 The success of the registry and dashboard relies on dedicated personnel active in the PERT data 
abstraction as well as the multidisciplinary working group involved in interpreting the summarized data. 

 The large array of data presented in the dashboard  provides opportunity for research, improved patient 
outcomes, and cost reduction.

Conclusions
 The dashboard tracks quality metrics to provide ideas for clinical improvements as well as research 

projects using the PERT registry data.
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